Switch Job
With this job, you can build an execution chain based on conditions. A
diﬀerent load or sub-job is executed depending on the value of a
dynamical, data-driven condition, as in an IF or CASE statement of a
programming language.

There are two modes of conditions:

Switch on Source: the condition is the value of any extract or
transform in a particular column or row. A data source, the name
of a column of the source and a row index (default: ﬁrst row) has
to be speciﬁed. In the easiest case the data source contains only
one column and one row.

Switch on Job Status: the condition is the result code of another
job execution. In this case the only possible values are “statusOK”,
“statusWarnings” and “statusErrors”. Note that this job should
have the “Fail on status” set to “none”, otherwise the execution
might terminate before the switch condition is applied in case of
“statusWarnings” or “statusError”.

Switch conditions can be deﬁned as follows:

Filter type

Operator

accept:

All nodes that fulﬁll the ﬁlter criteria are included in the selection.

deny:

All nodes that fulﬁll the ﬁlter criteria are excluded from the selection.

equal:

Only the speciﬁed elements are ﬁltered. Example: Austria

inAlphaRange:

Alphanumerical values in a particular range are ﬁltered. Examples:
inclusive Range: “[A100,A200]”
exclusive Range: “(A100,A200)”
half-open interval: “[A100,)”
half-open interval: “(,A100)”

inRange:

Numerical values in a particular range are ﬁltered. Can also be used as a means of
equality check for numerical values with the same upper and lower limit, such as [0,0]
to check for the numerical value 0. Examples:
inclusive Range: “[100,200]”
exclusive Range: “(100,200)”
half-open interval: “[100,)”
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Value
Execute job

A job that is executed if the condition applies.

If the condition value matches one of these switch conditions, the
corresponding job is executed. A default job can be deﬁned that is
executed if none of the switch conditions matches.
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